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Customer Success Story
Solution Offering: IPAM Base Bundle

Challenge:
A large investment management company was struggling to track and
manage IP addresses. All IP addresses were captured manually in
spreadsheets across multiple data centers, with input from various
teams.
After investing in Infoblox's NetMRI solution, close to 50,000 devices and
IP addresses were discovered. There was a major discrepancy between
the discovered data in NetMRI, and the device data living in
spreadsheets. The clear business issue was the reliability of the IP
address information being stored, and the manual effort needed to keep
this information as up to date and accurate as possible.

Solution:
The solution for the investment company was to implement Infoblox’s
DDI - IPAM solution and synchronize the discovery data from NetMRI to
their IPAM.
This solution provided an automated way of discovering the customers
network as well as a single, reliable database of IP address usage in the
customer’s on-premise and virtual locations.
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The customer utilized the EmpoweredDeploy - IPAM Base Bundle
services to accomplish this goal.
Empowered worked with the customer to architect the solution and
complete the service engagement to implement the IPAM solution and
synchronize it with NetMRI. This resulted in:
•

Accurate, automated discovery of network devices, IP addresses
and additional context around those devices,

•

IPAM being single source of truth,

•

Improved visibility across various teams,

•

Employees being able to focus on critical day-day tasks as
opposed to manual IP address data entry.

The investment management company used Infoblox’s IPAM solution to
track and store 50,000 IP addresses and gain better insight into the
overall network. This helped offload the engineers to focus time
elsewhere, saving both time and money. The Empowered team was the
expert on site with the customer and delivered the IPAM
implementation.

